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Surfaces, flat plateaus like large staircases of dark gray color on the left side. The right side is more 
empty. There is a human activity here, the hands are in a cramped open position but the hands are 
empty, the hands are facing in front with contracted arms. 

There is a blue open top bucket with a metal handle, the metal handle is a thin curve bent bar and is 
resting down. There is a leaning soft shape curved reddish colored element on the right side, its 
shape reminds me of a sofa the back lean of a sofa. 

4:40 PM End RV because I accidentally had the mouse cursor hover over the internet browser 
window in the bottom margin of the computer screen, the internet browser was open and I had 
opened this text box over on top of it and not seen the image but then the cursor ended up there 
anyway, so we end it here prematurely. We still have plenty of initial elements to grade from. 

I guess maybe I kind of recognize the lines and coloration in my black stairs, so I will give this session 
a C for correlation. It is not a good target image, the person and the red element and bucket might 
or might not be there - or might of course be those shapes but by different labels - but out of the 
frame of the image. Grade is C anyway because I recognize the look and feel of the image to the 
stairs that I started to draw. Acceptable correlation from basic shapes and colors of first main initial 
element, but not the best target image for remote viewing. Grade is C. 

Image source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ode_to_booze_(3591947357).jpg
Image link https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/3/3b/Ode_to_booze_%
283591947357%29.jpg/800px-Ode_to_booze_%283591947357%29.jpg

4:44 PM End session. 

ELEMENTS

IE. Dark gray plateaus like large wide stairs surfaces on the left side. 

IE. Human with cramped open empty hands, arms contracted, human activity. Red skin and brown 
hair, a male human. 

IE. Large blue open top bucket with metal handle. 



IE. Right side has a leaning softly curved sofa back lean kind of element. 


